Enhancing the lives of people living with diverse behavioral, mental, intellectual and developmental abilities through
excellence, education and empowerment

Safety is #1 with us
It is our belief that your home should
always be safe and comfortable. The DC
Department of Health inspected our
homes and found the houses to be safe,
clean and comfortable: No issues were
found at all! The inspections include
checking the physical space such as
proper installation of shower rails.
Safety of the people we support, and
their staff is always most important.

New 2-week orientation
Education of staff is essential to
their success. We recently
expanded the orientation from 1
week to 2 weeks so staff could
learn from subject matter experts
on topics like cultural
responsiveness and Chapter 35 (DC
regulations that guide residential
care). Staff also hear from family
members about their experiences.

CEO Listening Tour
David Carrington, President &
CEO, continues to empower staff
through the CEO Listening Tour.
Started in 2019, staff are
empowered to share their ideas
directly with him. Mr. Carrington
holds staff townhall meetings.
Staff also have more intimate
opportunities when he shadows
staff on 2nd and 3rd shift to learn
about their experiences.

We partnered with
the Washington Redskins to serve
the disabilities community. The
Redskins donated more than 30
club seat tickets to people
supported. In preparation for the
games, we reviewed the website.
After the games, we provided the
Redskins with feedback and
recommendations for their website
and the stadium experience.

Did you hear the news around town?
Innovative Day is open for business! Innovative Day is a full-service
community-based organization serving adults with unique
intellectual and developmental needs across DC. Innovative Day
provides a host of services including companion, employment
readiness and day habilitation. Everyone has a customized itinerary
for the week created in partnership with their staff. Based on unique
person-centered goals, most people develop and enhance their skills
through community experiences. Transportation is provided so
volunteering at the greenhouse or attending a sporting event at
George Washington University is always an option!
There may be times when you want to be away from home but not
traveling much. Innovative Day has a fully accessible community
center located on Kansas Avenue. The center has a full kitchen and
computer lab. With support from our highly trained staff, the
computer lab is open to search for a job, browse community events
and even email your doctor about an upcoming appointment. With
renovations happening in February, cooking lessons and dance
classes will keep your body and mind healthy!

Our newest and most popular
advocacy effort is the Community
Navigation Team. We are
developing a team of highly
trained experts including people
supported and their staff. They
are currently being trained on the
Americans Disabilities Act (ADA)
to navigate the community in
order to help local businesses
meet the unique needs of all
community members.
Community Navigators assess
their experiences and advocate
for change through education in
DC. Check the next edition of the
newsletter to learn about the
Community Navigation Team’s
recommendations for best DC
businesses.
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